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On September 10, 2008, the JPO started on its website a new service called the Patent Strategy Portal

Site, designed to support companies in the management of their intellectual property. This portal site is aimed at

the approximately 10,000 companies in Japan which have filed more than twenty applications in the past ten

years, providing them with information and data that can be used for self-analysis. On the portal site, each

company can access information such as the number of applications they have filed or examination results. Data

can also be compared from year to year.

JPO starts a trial version of the Patent Strategy Portal Site
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2. Bosch, DuPont and Xerox join the Eco-Patent
Commons program to help the environment by
releasing ecological patents
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decoders and DVD encoders

4. A patent infringement suit against Nintendo's Wii has been filed

5. US court (CAFC) rules that open source software can be covered by copyright

6. A handling guideline of period in which applicant including resident outside Japan may file an
appeal under the law revised in 2008.
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In order to make it easier for users to access this data, the information and links previously available on

the website of the JPO and on the website of the National Center for Industrial Property Information and

Training have also been reorganized and incorporated into the Patent Strategy Portal Site. The site currently

offers the following content: "Strategic information regarding the filing of applications abroad", "Strategic

information to obtain a patent right in Japan", "Documents regarding technology and statistics", "How to utilize

patent information", "Information on patent licensing" and "Infrastructure improvement".

Reference websites:
(i) http://news.braina.com/2008/0910/move_20080910_001____.html
(ii) http://www.jpo.go.jp/torikumi/puresu/press_tokkyosenryakuportalsite.htm
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On September 8, 2008, Bosch, DuPont and Xerox have joined the Eco-Patent Commons program, a

pioneer effort designed at helping the environment by the release of ecological patents into the public domain.

The Eco-Patent Commons program was launched in January 2008 by the WBCSD (World Business Council for

Sustainable Development) and companies such as IBMAmerica, Nokia, Pitney Bowes and Sony.

Patents released by Bosch, DuPont and Xerox include the following:

-An automotive technology developed by Bosch for the reduction of fuel consumption and gas emission

or for the conversion of the waste heat from vehicles into usable energy;

-A technology developed by DuPont for the conversion of certain non-recyclable plastics into fertilizer;

-A technology developed by Xerox for the reduction of the time and costs linked to the cleaning of

contaminated soil and underground water.

Besides these three new member companies, founding member Sony is to contribute three other patents

related to recycling technology, more specifically to technology allowing the retrieval from optical discs of

pigment composition and of the metal of the reflective film.

The released patents will be available on the website hosted by the WBCSD.

Reference websites:

(i) http://response.jp/issue/2008/0909/article113524_1.html

(ii) http://japan.internet.com/webtech/20080909/2.html

Bosch, DuPont and Xerox join the Eco-Patent Commons
program to help the environment by releasing ecological patents
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The DVD6C reduces royalty rates on DVD decoders and DVD encoders

The DVD6C Licensing Group, composed of the nine leading developers of DVD technology,

announced on September 4, 2008 a reduction of the royalty rates on DVD decoders and encoders. Based on the

new DVD6C Licensing agreement, which became effective on July 1, 2008, the reduction applies to sold DVD

decoders and encoders.

With this revision, the royalty rate on DVD decoders was reduced from "the higher of either 4% of the

net sales price or one US Dollar per decoder" to "0.5 US Dollar per decoder", while the royalty rate on DVD

encoders was reduced from "the higher of either 4% of the net sales price or 1.5 US Dollar per encoder" to

"0.75 US Dollar per encoder".

The member companies of the DVD6C Licensing Group are Hitachi Ltd., Matsushita Electric Industrial

Co. Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, the Korean company Samsung Electronics, Sharp Corporation,

Toshiba Corporation, Japan Victor and the American company Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Inc.

Reference websites:
(i) http://www.itmedia.co.jp/news/articles/0809/06/news005.html
(ii) http://av.watch.impress.co.jp/docs/20080904/dvd6c.htm
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A patent infringement suit against Nintendo's Wii has been filed

The American company Hillcrest Labs, specialized in motion control technology, filed a patent

infringement suit with the US International Trade Commission (ITC) and the US District Court in Maryland

against Nintendo on August 20, 2008.

Hillcrest Labs claims that Nintendo has infringed four of its patents with its video game console Wii.

The patents at issue are US patents No. 7,158,118, No. 7,262,760 and No. 7,414,611, which relate to a 3D

pointing device, and US patent No. 7,139,983, which relates to an interface system allowing to input command

on a TV screen.

Established in 2001, Hillcrest Labs provides technology allowing the user to operate digital media on a

TV screen display by using motion control technology and pointing technology. According to Hillcrest Labs,

the company's technology has already been licensed to several major companies in the field of consumer

electronics. The company released the following statement : "While Hillcrest Labs has a great deal of respect

for Nintendo and the Wii, Hillcrest Labs believes that Nintendo is in clear violation of its patents and has taken

this action to protect its intellectual property rights".
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http://sankei.jp.msn.com/economy/it/080821/its0808210800000-n1.htm

US court (CAFC) rules that open source software
can be covered by copyright

Reference websites:
(i) http://www.itmedia.co.jp/news/articles/0808/21/news028.html
(ii) http://sankei.jp.msn.com/economy/it/080821/its0808210800000-n1.htm

OnAugust 13, 2008, the United States Court of Appeal for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) issued a ruling

according to which software distributed as free software or open source software can also be protected by

copyright in certain particular situations.

The suit was first brought before the lower court by Mr. Robert Jacobsen (demandant/appellant) against

Mr. Matthew Katzer and KAMINDAssociates (defendants), alleging that Mr. Matthew Katzer and KAMIND

Associates had developed and sold a railway model software designed for commercial use and based on a

computer program developed by Mr. Jacobsen, the said computer program being distributed for free on the

Internet under an open source license called the Artistic License.
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When using the Artistic License, it is necessary to meet one of the four conditions below:

1) make a public announcement in the case that the software is modified;

2) restrict the use of the modified software to within the company or the organization;

3) change the software title if the software is modified in order to clearly distinguish the modified

software and the original, and publish a manual stating the difference(s) between the two;

4) consult the holder of the copyrights regarding other conditions.

The lower court had ruled against Mr. Jacobsen by saying that, if a breach of the agreement can indeed

be cause of action, this licensing agreement is an intentionally broad non-exclusive license, whose scope is not

limited and regarding which users are not liable for copyright infringement. However, the CAFC considers that

it is possible to recognize the existence of a copyright infringement in some "particular circumstances". In the

present case, since Mr. Katzer and KAMINDAssociates did not respect the above conditions and proceeded

with developing and selling the software, it may therefore be considered that such "particular circumstances"

are met.

Reference websites:
(i) http://internet.watch.impress.co.jp/cda/news/2008/08/18/20583.html
(ii) http://www.itmedia.co.jp/news/articles/0808/18/news049.html
(iii) http://www.computerworld.jp/topics/osst/118750.html
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A handling guideline of period in which applicant including resident
outside Japan may file an appeal under the law revised in 2008.

One of the revisions in 2008, the period in which applicant may file an appeal against a decision of

refusal (patent, design and trademark) and the period in which applicant may file an appeal against decision to

dismiss the amendments (design and trademark) will be expanded from "within 30 days from the mailing date

of the decision", as it is currently, to "within 3 months from the mailing date of the decision". In the patent

system, it will be further revised that amendment to the specification etc. when demanding an appeal may be

made only at the time of filing an appeal.

Accompanied by the revision, the JPO has published a handling guideline with regard to the above

periods in which applicant including resident outside Japan may file the appeals.

According to the handling guideline, time extensions of the above periods are in general not accepted.

However, by way of exception, if applicant for a patent resides outside Japan and demands for an appeal against

decision of refusal of patent application, one-month extension is admitted ex officio and the period will be four

months as a whole.

With regard to applicant residing outside Japan currently, 90 days (30 days for the period + 60 days for

extension) is defined as the period in which the applicant may file an appeal against decision for refusal and

within 30 days after demanding an appeal is defined as the period in which applicant may submit amendment to

specification etc.
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This revision will take effect within one year fromApril 18, 2008, on a date which will be designated by

government ordinance.

Reference website:
(i) http://www.jpo.go.jp/iken/h20_kaisei_sinpan_seikyuu_toriatukai.htm
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Please contact us if you have any comments or require any information.

Please acknowledge that the purpose of our column is to provide general information on the field of
intellectual property, and that the description here does not represent our legal opinion on a specific theme.
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